Heat – 91.5 degrees — from friction melds Consolideck® LSGuard™ into concrete floors for gloss and durability beyond compare. And no pad gives you 91.5 faster and longer than the Consolideck® HEAT High-Performance Burnishing Pad.

- Embedded heat-shield stops rising heat and bounces it back to the floor.
- Double-sided for double service life.
- All-natural fibers glued together with non-transferring resin — no resin trails left on floor.
- It’s custom-made for burnishing LSGuard™, but also pops the shine on any hardened/densified floor.
- Stocked in 27-inch, 24-inch, 20-inch, 7.5-inch pads.
- Special order in 17 specialty sizes 9 - 28-inch pads.
- Costs less than most comparable pads.

"I get 30,000 square feet out of these pads, easy. I get done faster and they cost me less than any other pad I’ve used. Results? I get gloss-meter readings of 70 to 80. The secret is the heat.”
— Ron Rynder
On Site Services, Atlanta, GA

"I ran a diamond (impregnated) pad on the floor and got a gloss reading of 49. I went over it with the Consolideck® pad and it went up to 54. You could see the difference. It’s the heat that does it.”
— Rob Harris
Flexner Floors, Payson, IL

See your local Consolideck® Team distributor for details.
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Five easy-to-use Consolideck® products for high-performance finished concrete flooring

CLEAN

PreKlean™: Concentrated cleaner is specifically made for removing laitance and salts from newly installed concrete floors. Perfect for cleaning and prepping concrete before densifying.

PROTECT

LS™ (lithium silicate): Premium hardener/densifier for concrete floors. Improves speed and economy of maintenance cleaning. In laboratory tests, LS™ improved abrasion resistance more than five times on polished concrete over unhardened, unpolished concrete, and outperformed the top five leading competitors.


LSGuard™: Glossy sealer, hardener/densifier for steel-troweled, polished and decorated concrete floors. Resists spills and stains, and improves gloss and reflectance at every finish level.

MAINTAIN

LSKlean™: Specialized blend of cleaners and detergents contains a lithium-silicate hardener/densifier. Specially made to maintain maximum hardness — and cleanliness — of most any concrete floor.

See Product Data Sheets on these and other Consolideck® products for complete application and safety instructions. Visit www.consolideck.com.
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